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1. SING DEM HERRN .......................................................... Michael Praetorius (1571-1621)
   arr. Wallace DePue
   Sing to the Lord! Alleluia! We all love Him.
   Praise to His name. Sing it with tambrel and harp.

2. remarks JF

3. JOYOUS CHRISTMAS (CHANSON JOYEUSE DE NOËL) .......... Françoise-Auguste Gevaert (1828-1908)

4. remarks JF

5. LIGHT ONE CANDLE ......................................................... Peter Yarrow (b. 1938)
   arr. Robert DeCormier

6. A LA PUELLA DEL CIELO .............................................. 16th Century Spanish Lullaby
   arr. Audrey Snyder
   Kevin Dong, piano
   Chorus: Sleep little baby, sleep little baby, sleep little baby, aru, aru.
   Verse 1: At the gates of heaven they sell shoes for the little angels that walk barefoot.
   Verse 2: From the gates of heaven comes the child to Holy Mary, mother of God.
   Verse 3: God blesses the sleeping children, and God helps the mothers who protect them.

7. remarks JF

8. SING NOEL ................................................................. Traditional
   arr. David-Hamilton
   Emily Beauprey, Peter Booker, & Zoe Vais, soloists

9. entrance

WOMEN’S CHOIR
This Have I Done for My True Love
Wendy K. Moy, conductor
Melissa Thorne, accompanist
Sonja Erickson, dancer

10. MOTHER, PLEASE EXPLAIN ........................................... Traditional French Country Song
    set by J. B. Weckerlin, arr. by John Lewers

11. MON COEUR SE RECOMMANDE À VOUS ................................... attributed to Orlando di Lasso (1532-1594)
    arr. Russell Robinson
    My heart commends itself to you
    Full now of woe and deep despairing
    Be not to constancy untrue
    Say one farewell my sorrow sharing.
    My mouth which once could smile in gladness
    And charming stories improvise
    Now may only curse in its madness
    Those who banished me from your eyes.

12. remarks W.M.
13 from THE PRINCESS: TEARS, IDLE TEARS....................................GUSTAV VON HOLST (1874-1934)

14 from WICKED: FOR GOOD..................................................STEPHEN SCHWARTZ (b. 1948)
              arr. Mac Huff
Charlotte Dubiel, Jennica Falcon & Emily Leopold, soloists

15 LOVE CAME DOWN AT CHRISTMAS......................................EDWIN R. FISSINGER (1920-1990)
              arr. Mary K. Geston

16 TOMORROW SHALL BE MY DANCING DAY............................arr. John Rutter

Katie Krimer, soloist

MEN'S GLEE CLUB
Dr. Steven M. Demorest, conductor
Jeremiah Selvey, assistant conductor
Kris Jenkins, assistant conductor
John Burkhardt, accompanist

17 entrance

18 from PLAE CANTIONES (1582): GAUDET..!................................ed. McGlynn

Refrain
Gaudete, Gaudete!
Christus et natus
Ex maria virgine,
Gaudete!

Verses
Tempus ad est gratiae,
Hoc quod optabamus;
Carmina laetitiae,
Devote redamus.

Deus homo factus est,
Natura mirante;
Mundus renovatus est
A Christo regnante.

Ezechielis porta
Clausa pertransirur;
Unde lux est orta
Salus inventur.

Ergo nostra cantio,
Psalitiam in luxuro;
Benedicat Domino:
Salus Regi nostro.

Rejoice, Rejoice!
Christ is born
Of the virgin Mary,
Rejoice!

It is now the time of grace
That we have desired;
Let us sing songs of joy,
Let us give devotion.

God was made man,
And nature marvels;
The world was renewed
By Christ who is King.

The closed gate of Ezechiel
Has been passed through;
From where the light rises
Salvation is found.

Therefore let our assembly now sing,
Sing the Psalms to purify us;
Let it praise the Lord:
Greetings to our King.

19 remarks S.D.

20 SUO GAN..............................................................2:3:0
Traditional Welsh, arr. Wilford

21 remarks S.D.

22 CHRISTMAS TIME IS HERE........................................2:4:7
VINCE GUARALDI (1928-1976) & LEE MENDELSON (b. 1933)
              arr. Sharon

Elliot Gray, piano / Mark Hunter, bass

23 remarks S.D.

24 GRANDMA GOT RUN OVER BY A REINDEER..........................3:4:2
ELMO & PATSY, arr. Demorest

25 remarks S.D.

26 Brown Eyed Girl -2:58- Van Morrison
2 TRANSCENDENCE ........................................ LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770-1827)
                            arr. Robert Sieving
                        Laura Ouimette, piano

3 remarks G.W.
from PUSHKIN GARLAND ........................................ GYORGY SВRIDOV (1915-1998)

4 GRECIAN FEAST 3:26
Melanie Stambaugh & Ryan Hyde, percussion
Oana Tomai, celesta
Tomoko Numa, harp

The merry god of wine permits us to imbibe three goblets in an evening’s time
  The first—in the name of the Graces, bare and blushing;
  while the second is devoted to ruddy-cheeked wellness;
  and the third—to enduring friendship.
  After the third cup the wise man deposes all laurels from his brow
  and makes all further oblations to restorative Morpheus.

5 MAGPIE CHATTER 3:03
Melinda Schlimmer, Caitlin Tierney, Claire Koerner, & Ivana Cho, sopranos
Emily Dempsey & Bernardica Sculac Stern, altos
Brian Culbertson & Todd Lien, tenors
Ryan Hyde, bass

A white-flanked magpie chatters ’neath my front gate,
  jumping to and fro, the motley bird foretells that I shall have guests.
  An imaginary bell rings in my ears, the crimson ray of dawn glimmers,
  and the silvery snow-dust glintens, sleigh-bells ring, little drums beat,
  whilst the people, my, oh, my, whilst the people gaze at the gypsy girl.
  The gypsy girl dances, beating loudly on a drum, ah, she waves her handkerchief,
  laughs merrily and sings: “I’m a songstress, I’m a singer, and a first rate enchantress.
  Take me with you, don’t regret it, with me the trip will be more fun!”

6 O COME, O COME EMMANUEL ........................................ BERN HERBOLSHEIMER (b. 1948)
Jeremiah Cawley, conductor
Tomoko Numa, harp

7 remarks G.B.

8 LITTLE TREE .............................................. STEPHEN HEITZIG (b. 1959)
9 remarks G.B.

10 DING DONG! MERRYLY ON HIGH ........................................ 16th century French
                           arr. Stephen Paulus
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Po Jui Chen
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Travin Keith Dy
Michael Lam*
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Berty Mandarge
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Brian Mosier
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Josep Rubi
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Man Chun Wong
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WOMEN’S CHOIR

Evan Adams
Elizabeth Allen
Kayla Allen
Mengqiao Bai
Teos Bisbee
Yekaterina Borisenko
Kayla Brown
Lindsay Burgess
Hua Cao
Jocelyn Chang
Saemi Chang
Irene Chen
Connie Chou
Qin Hui (Grace) Chong
Angela Cook
Alessandra de Castro
Katelyn Dempsey
Charlotte Dubiel
Katharine Durant-Storey
Mary Dusek
Whitney Eand
Samantha Englander
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Deyanira Gualdron
Zeesoo Han
Tekinaimoana Havili
Kristina Hawkins
Donilyn Hunter-Sallustio
Adrianna Ibrahim
Saori Ichikawa
Sophie Keefe-Bullock
Claire Kidd
Jessica Kim
Natalie Kim
Katie Krimer
Ekaterina Latypova
Isolde Le Trong
Hyun San (Diana) Lee
Emily Leopold
Joanne Li
Roxana Lian
May Lee Lim
Chenyue Liu
Kuei-Hsuan Lu
Kuei-Ti Lu
Kirsten Lucero
Wan-Li (Peony) Lui
Caryl Lynch
Jayme Lynch
Xuyang Ma
Barbara MacDonald
Alissa Martin
Lauren Martin
Laura Matrajt-Arbezman
Katie McClendon
Jordan McCrite
Emily McFadden
Lynn McMurdie
Samantha Meyer
Amy Moore
Diem Hong Nguyen
Phuong-Cac Nguyen
Josann Nichols
Sada Patterson
Sara J. Perkins
Josette Pierre-Antoine
Norma Jean Schwab
Nicole Secula
Rachel Soley
Kathryn Steakley
Sweta Suryanarayan
Christine Svercek
Nancy Thomas
Tamara Spiewak Toub
Kaitlin Uemura
Helen Valentine
June van Leynseele
Julia Wachs
Micah Wilcox
Kristina Winch
Kashia Wolfe-Nowland
Christine Hoi Ki Wong
Yuer Xing
Se Ah Yoon
Krysta Yousoufi
Zhifeng Yu
MEN'S GLEE CLUB

TENOR I
Sam Adiputra
James Bondurant
Jordan Chan
Kris Jenkins
Joseph Jones
Nikko Piscotti

TENOR II
Daniel Berndt
John Burkhardt
Nathan Clark
Jennings Gamble
Paul Lau
Connor Lester
David Macadangdang
Sean Peterson
Thomas Tafejian
Thompson Vou

BASS I
Keith Bellows
Grant Davenport
Matthew Heid
Trenton Holmes
Brian Kang
Minsoo Kang
Berty Mandagie
Jeremiah Selvey
Nathan Slapak
Grayson Toliver
Joshua Walker
Matthew Whitaker

BASS II
Chin Jung Cheng
Peter Englund
Michael Kersey
Michael Lukins
Zachariah MacIntyre
Evgeny Milanov
Windy Sihombing
Erik Sooter
Frederick Wang
Ben Yau

UNIVERSITY CHORALE

SOPRANO
N. Mooswet Abbott
Ivana Cho
Jennifer Glusman
Kimberly Gray
Lucy Horton
Claire Koerner
Vivian Lyons
Elizabeth Meyers
Katie Sander
Richelle Scanlan
Margo Schadt
Melinda Schlimmer
Caitlin Tierney
Katherine Walton
Sola Yun

ALTO
Nina Alden
Annalise Brasil
Emily Dempsey
Beth Gawne
Joan Kim
Katie Krupin
Tami McTaggart
Kelsey Monson
Shannon Murphy
Stephanie Robinson
Bernardica T. Soulac Stern
Constance Shepherd
Oana Tomai
Ann Trigg
Lauren Triplett
Anne Wolken

TENOR
Lim Sam Adiputra
Omid Bagheri
David Bahr
Tim Blok
Jordan Bondurant
Henry Chan
Brian Culbertson
Branden Ellsworth
Eric Ginz
Tan J. Kim
Tin-Yu Lien, Taipei
Garrett MacCracken
Nikko Piscotti
Adam Quillian

BASS
Bryan Briggs
Adam Brown
Daniel Hericks
Marc Horan-Spatz
Loc Hua
Ryan Hyde
Randy Jackson
Paul Johns
Simon Khoroloski
Isaiah Lin
Jason Lin
Max Minzer
William Ray
Casey Smith
Dean Spencer
Greg Starr
Dante Wallen
Kevin Womac
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SOPRANO
Ila Faubion
Rachel Kim
Elizabeth Knopp
Elizabeth Maroon
Wendy Moy
Arynh O'Halek
Sarah Patterson
Ellen Pepin
Tess Ritter
Kyra Settle
Melissa Thorne
Melanie West

ALTO
Nina Alden
Janessa Anderson
Sylvia Baba
Hyokyoung Byun
Danya Cleverger
Jenni Cole
Maren Haynes
Elaine Hruby
Sarah Marroquin

TENOR
Tim Blok
Jeremiah Cawley
Jeshua Franklin
Deryl Harter
Christopher Howerton
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Pyoung Kim
Nathan Rengstorff
Brandon Wright

BASS
Daniel Berndt
Desmond Cheng
Yuly Kopkin
Todd Lien
Isaiah Lin
Jason Lin
Chris Raastad
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Philip Tschopp